
Zero Power 

Purpose:  
The purpose of this multi-level task is to engage students in using deductive reasoning to justify an 

index rule. 

Achievement Objectives: 
NA5-2: Use prime numbers, common factors and multiples, and powers (including square roots). 

NA5-3: Understand operations on fractions, decimals, percentages, and integers. 

Description of mathematics:  
This background knowledge and skills that need to be established before and/or during this task are 

outlined in the diagram below: 

 

This task may be carried out with numerical exploration, and/or by generalising with rules that have 

been established earlier. The approach should be chosen in sympathy with their skills and depth of 

understanding. 

Activity:  

Task: Use the index rules you know, to show how you can say that 

     x0 = 1 

  



The arithmetic approach  
The student is able to find a pattern that leads to justifying the rule, using concrete examples. 

Prompts from the teacher could be: 

1. Look for a pattern with 23 = ?, 22 = ?, 21 = ? What is happening to each successive value as 

the power goes down by 1? What would that make 20? 

2. Look for a pattern with 53 = ?, 52 = ?, 51 = ? What is happening to each successive value as 

the power goes down by 1? What would that make 50? 

3. Look for a pattern with 103 = ?, 102 = ?, 101 = ? What is happening to each successive value 

as the power goes down by 1? What would that make 100? 

4. What about x0? 

5. Test your theory for by raising any number to the power of zero, on your calculator. 
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The procedural algebraic approach 
The student is able to justify the rule, using concrete examples and then generalising. 

Prompts from the teacher could be: 

1. Test this rule on your calculator, by substituting various values for x. 

2. Consider a numerical example to rename 1, such as 23/23 = 1 to show how 20 = 1. 

3. Generalise your numerical example to rename 1, such as xn/xn = 1 to show how 20 = 1. 
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The conceptual algebraic approach 

The student is able to justify the rule by generalising with known facts. 

A prompt from the teacher could be: 

Use the rules for indices that you know to show how 1 can be rewritten as x0. 

 

 

 


